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Introduction
This troubleshooting guide describes how to troubleshoot Rewriter issues. This guide covers the
following sections:
• Why do we need rewriter-based access?
• What should I do when an application does not work as expected while accessing
through the rewrite engine?
• Opening a case with Support pre-requisites and requirements.

Why do we need rewriter-based access?
One of the main features that Pulse Secure Access offers is clientless Access to web-based
applications. For this the Pulse Secure Access platform has a Content Intermediation Engine (CIE),
a highly advanced parser and rewriter. The CIE retrieves Web-based content from internal Web
servers and changes URL references and Java socket calls so that all network references point back
to the PCS. To successfully intermediate Web applications, the CIE must identify all links within a
page and rewrite them accurately. The CIE supports a wide range of Web based applications which
use different technologies (standard HTML, JavaScript, VBscript, Java, Flash, PDF, etc.) To support
such wide range of web-based technologies the CIE has complex and smart logic built into it.

What should I do when an application does not work as expected
while accessing through the rewrite engine?
If you are having issues with a web-based application through the rewrite engine, you may choose
any one of the below routes to resolve the issue:
• Method 1: Using Pulse Secure Application Manager (PSAM), or Pulse L3 VPN
Pros: Quick resolution, easy to configure
Cons: Client based access, Pulse SAM will not work on MAC.
If you have users that already use an alternate access method like Pulse Secure Application
Manager (PSAM) then you can use the following access method to access this specific web
application (or identify a new alternate access method that suits your end users’ requirements)
1.

Configuring VPN Tunneling (for Pulse) or configuring Pulse Secure Application Manager
https://www-prev.pulsesecure.net/download/techpubs/current/1481/pulseconnect-secure/pcs/9.0rx/ps-pcs-sa-9.0r3-admin-guide.pdf
Refer sections below for VPN Tunneling
•

Defining VPN Tunneling Access Control Policies

•

Creating VPN Tunneling Connection Profiles

•

Defining Split Tunneling Network Policies

•

Specifying Resources for a Resource Policy
For Pulse SAM configuration, refer section Task Summary: Configuring WSAM
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2.

Create a Selective Rewrite Resource policy to Don’t Rewrite Content: Redirect to target
web server if users need to access the web application via the web bookmark.
Page 448: Creating a Selective Rewriting Resource Policy

3.

Log-in as an end user, launch Pulse L3 client or Pulse Secure Application Manager and
attempt to access the web application

• Method 2: Use Pass-through Proxy Access Mechanism
Pros: Clientless access Cons: Needs either additional public DNS entry or a high port (tcp port
11000-11099) to be opened on the firewall. To configure pass through proxy, refer to Creating
a Pass-through Proxy Resource Policy.
Page 450: Refer section Creating a Passthrough Proxy Resource Policy
• Method 3: Open a case with Support https://my.pulsesecure.net/ to have the
issue investigated and fixed.

Opening a case with Support pre-requisites and requirements
Option 1 (faster resolution): Using Pulse SAM access to replicate issue and
debug
Configuring test PSAM account for debugging by engineering and support.
The Pulse Secure support and engineering teams need to be able to replicate rewrite
issues in-house to identify the problem and provide a fix. When the problematic site is
configured for access via Pulse SAM on the PCS device, the Pulse Secure team accesses
the test URL provided and launches WSAM. We can then use a proxy to route all traffic
on the machine where WSAM tunnel is running to customer’s environment and
configure a web proxy policy on an internal PCS device to send web traffic via that
proxy. With this setup, we will have the application configured as a web bookmark in
our internal PCS device and accessed via rewrite. We can then replicate and debug the
issue on our internal PCS devices.
Why we need Pulse SAM test access for debugging Rewriter issues:
• 90% of customer issues are client side, where we need to debug the client-side
JavaScript or other web technologies to see why the issue is happening. In such
cases, mere logs are of not much use for us as code is obfuscated and not straight
forward.
• We need to put debugging breakpoints in the customer application code to figure
out the issue. For this we need a proper replication set up. Also, when client uses
ActiveX, dsrecord/session recording log cannot be used.
• Most of the time the problematic requests are generated using ajax calls and hence
cannot be tracked using logs. We need to get to the proper ajax call using direct case
replication and then debug the rewriter case.
• Also debugging the rewriter issue in customer environment is highly inefficient, as
the rewriter client-side code [ie.js/oth.js] is completely scrambled [function
parameters are replaced with random text].
• Debugging in the customer environment, on customer desktop using remote
sessions is inefficient as the customer environment won’t have required debugging
tools and sometimes the language used by the customer browsers pose a great
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challenge to the developers.
• If test Pulse SAM access for debugging cannot be provided, we may need to do
supervised debugging session if logs are not enough to debug and fix issue.
Collaborating engineer & customer availability for remote session results in delay of
issue resolution due to time zone difference and multiple rounds of such sessions
may be needed as one session may not be enough.
*Advantages of providing test Pulse SAM access for debugging:
• Provides engineering with a 24/7 debugging environment leading to faster
resolution.
• Engineering/support can test on higher PCS OS versions and check if issue is there
on newer versions.
• Pass-through proxy can be tested on our end to check if it resolves the issue and can
be suggested as an alternative clientless access method.
Configuring PSAM access for debugging:
Step 1: Configure a test Role for example PSAM ROLE and enable web and Pulse SAM for the role.

Step 2: Configure a test system local user and a test user Realm, assign the test user the test role.
Create Test System Local User:

Create Test User Realm
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Create role Mapping role

Step 3: Create a test Sign-in Policy which maps to the test Realm

Step 4: Create a Pulse SAM profile for the web resource having the issue and assign to the test
role. We can add the IP or FQDN.
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Note: There may be multiple server URL’s for the web application for example a redirect
to another URL, we need to add all those server URL and ports under WSAM destinations.
Step 5: Provide support the test login details for example: https://PCSURL/pulsedebug
• test system local username:
• password:
• Backend web application URL:
• Backend Application test username:
• Application test password:
Note: If the backend web application contains confidential data/information and
supervised debugging session is required, have the test access ready. We will require
someone from the customer’s/partner’s end to be available for a remote debugging
session with engineering and support team to debug the issue on call as we will need
someone to provide the credentials to access the application on the developer’s/support
team’s machine on which we are debugging the issue.
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Option 2: Open a case with logs if Pulse SAM access is not feasible.
Logs to collect for rewriter issues Via PCS:
• Fiddler logs replicating non-working behavior by clearing cache and cookies
• Policy trace
• Session recording logs (dsrecord)
• Step by step screenshots on how to replicate issue
Direct logs :
•
•

Step by step screenshots on how to replicate working behavior
Direct Fiddler logs replicating working behavior by clearing cache and cookies

Collecting Fiddler logs :
Note: please start the capture after you have logged into the application as Fiddler
captures credentials.
Download Fiddler https://www.telerik.com/download/fiddler/fiddler4
Navigate to Tools > options and check “decrypt https Traffic”

Trust and install the certificate
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Clear WinINET Cache and Cookies before replicating the working and non-working behavior.

Replicate the working(Direct access) and non working (via rewriter) and save the fiddler logs (File
>Save all sessions)
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Policy Trace:
1.

Navigate to Maintenance > Troubleshooting > User Sessions > Policy Tracing

2.

In User field, enter the user name to monitor

3.

In Realm drop-down, select the corresponding realm

4.

Enable Authentication Pre- Authentication, Authentication, Role Mapping &
Web Policies

5.

Replicate issue. Stop the policy trace and save the log
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Session Recording:
1.

Navigate to Maintenance > Troubleshooting > Session Recording,

2.

In the User field, enter the user name to monitor

3.

Select the User Realm to which user belongs to

4.

Replicate issue,stop the recording and save the log.
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